
Postmodernism: what surrounds the photograph

A response to and movement away from the idealism of modernism. Late C20th / 
early 1970's  

Absurd / Incongruous  / Combination of materials and styles used.  

Postmodernist artists investigate the relationship between, or incorporates the work of 
others, within their own practice.   

'Postmodern photography does not simply represent things........it re-presents 
them' (Badger.p. 165)  

Whilst modernism 'had predominantly considered photography in terms of its 
authorship and the aesthetic and technical developments of the medium, which was 
seen to have a discreet and inner logic to it' (Cotton.p. 191) postmodernism was 'born 
of scepticism and a suspicion of reason' (Tate.org).  

Postmodernist evaluation put forward a different way of comprehending the meaning 
of images taking into consideration what is beyond the frame.  

Photographs are signs whose meanings are influenced exclusively by allusion to 
further signs and images. 'They offer experiences that hinge on our memory's stock of 
images' (Cotton. p. 192).  
  
Modernism scrutinised photography 'in terms of its production, 
dissemination.........and engaged with its inherent reproducibility, mimicry and falsity' 
(Cotton. p.191).  
 
'In art circles, Postmodernism came to mean a rejection of themes and subjects that 
interested Modernist artists, such as abstraction and the subjective expression of 
unique intellects' (Warner.p. 442). 

Questions the opinion 'there are universal certainties or truths' (Tate.org). 

'Postmodernism embraced complex and contradictory layers of meaning' (Tate.org).   

'Postmodernist art can consciously and self-consciously borrow from or ironically 
comment on a range of styles from the past' (Tate.org). 



Susan Meiselas (b. 1948)  

Kurdistan: In the Shadow of History 

Meiselas, a photojournalist,  launched 'one of the most monumental projects of the 
archive revival in 1991' (Cotton. p. 210). Images taken by Meiselas of Kurdish of 
refugee camps and mass graves in Northern Iraq form part a body of work that 
incorporates re-found personal photographs, official documents and media 
communications. The work is presented as a book, on the web and exhibition an 
'initiative in which the regrouped archival materials are used as a catalyst for 
remembrance' (Cotton. p. 211).  



Available @ http://www.susanmeiselas.com/archive-projects/kurdistan/#id=intro 



Tacita Dean (b.1965) 

The Russian Ending 

Dean found some Russian postcards at a flea market dating from the early C20th. 
These have been re-processed and annotated by Dean in her own handwriting that 
reads 'like a film director's directives for how the narrative of the scene will 
cinematically be developed' (Cotton.p. 212).  

Presented as photogravures the work examines 'how uncertain and ambiguous our 
understanding of history is when gleaned from pictorial forms, and how heavily 
implicated the ....image maker is in the fictionalisation of history' (Cotton, p. 212).  

'The title of the series is taken from a convention in the early years of the 
Danish film industry when each film was produced in two versions, one with a 
happy ending for the American market, the other with a tragic ending for 
Russian audiences. Dean’s interventions encourage viewers to formulate 
narratives leading up to the tragic denouements in the prints, engaging and 
implicating the audience in the creative process' (Tate.org- accessed 2/9/18).  

Available @ 
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/dean-zur-letzten-ruhe-p20256



Available @ https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/dean-erinnerung-aus-dem-weltkrieg-
p20249 

Available @ https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/dean-ship-of-death-p20246



Richard Prince 

Prince acquires images from journals or the internet to use as his starting point.  

1950's adverts in the States linked a cowboy, the 'all American' symbol of male 
virility, with a particular brand of  cigarette. 'The romanticised visions of American 
cowboys in the Marlboro cigarette advertisements that Prince rephotographed in 1986 
both critique and champion the seduction of advertising' (Cotton. p. 209).  
Prince cropped or blurred his copies, increased the size and removed any written 
reference from the original.  

Whilst I am not a great admirer of Prince he uses appropriation to demonstrate just 
how much images are used to connote meaning, how they are subverted, and 
certainly not to be trusted as a medium of truth.  

'Prince's work is regarded as a pillar of post-modern art........Prince's photograph is a 
copy of an image based upon illusion and myth, and mediates upon the creation of 
images and their consumption within our society' (Badger.p. 206).  

I researched Prince's work during my previous course : notes  https://
judybachdigitalimageandculture.wordpress.com/category/research-reflection/artists-
photographers/richard-prince/

https://judybachdigitalimageandculture.wordpress.com/category/research-reflection/artists-photographers/richard-prince/
https://judybachdigitalimageandculture.wordpress.com/category/research-reflection/artists-photographers/richard-prince/
https://judybachdigitalimageandculture.wordpress.com/category/research-reflection/artists-photographers/richard-prince/


Available @ http://www.richardprince.com/photographs/cowboys/#/detail/1/ 



Cindy Sherman (b.1954) 

Untitled Film Stills (1977-80)  

Black and white images.  

Using different locations, clothing and wigs, Sherman plays the role of a different 
persona in each image and whilst she is the model in all images these are not 
representative of her as an individual.   

'She took photographs of herself that were anything but self-portraits, photos that 
stuck two fingers at the then received wisdom that the camera never lies--her camera 
always lied. And, though her deceits, she looked for truths about identity, 
vulnerability and power' (Hattenstone. guardian online). 

Sherman's black and white images undermine the stereotypical representation of 
women in the media, particularly movies. The photographs combine the same scenic 
settings and lighting techniques of film production drawing 'attention to the way 
Hollywood cinema has contributed to stereotypes about women' (Tate.org). The 
fictional characters and locations suggest incidents that may or may not have 
happened, they are ambiguous and open to interpretation.  

'One of the most startling aspects of the series is the ease with which each feminine 
'type' is recognisable. Even though we know only the gist of the possible film plots 
being staged, because of our familiarity with the coding of such films, we begin to 
read the narratives implied by the images' (Cotton. p.193).  



Available @ https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/sherman-untitled-film-still-48-
p11518 

Available@ https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2011/jan/15/cindy-sherman-
interview 



Available @ https://www.moma.org/collection/works/56618 



Aneta Grzeszykowska (b.1974) 

Untitled Film Stills, 2006 

A remake of Sherman's Untitled Film Stills (1977-80).  

With great attention to detail the project took a year to complete. Unlike the the 
original, which was shot in b&w, these are coloured images, and whilst the props, 
location and clothing are contemporary the original composition and make are 
carefully recreated.  

Available @ https://rfc.museum/bbs-aneta-grzeszykowska 
  



Available @ http://www.raster.art.pl/gallery/artists/grzeszykowska/prace.htm 



Sherry Levine (b.1947)   

After Walker Evans, 1981  

Levine brought to attention 'the role of materiality in photography' (Cotton. p.220) 
when she appropriated and re-photographed definitive images by illustrious 
photographers such as Walker Evans. Levine's images were photographs not of 
Walker's originals but of printed reproductions in exhibition guides that were then 
framed and exhibited in modern art galleries.  

Whilst appropriation had been used previously by artists, including Dali and 
Duchamp, Levine's re-working of Walker's images could be considered to be 
bordering on plagiarism. I asked my husband for his thoughts, he declared it "theft" 
whilst my son-in-law, an art lecturer, commented "post-modernist art reframes and 
alters the context'; both are valid points. Furthermore, there are multiple prints of the 
'original' hence Levine's copy of a copy highlights the incongruity of photography.  

'The proposition of Levine's own authorship is contentious. It is not located in an 
overlay of a 'signature' photographic style nor a radical shifting in the meaning of 
Evan's photograph by Levine's re-contextualisation. Rather, it is cited in her role as 
editor, curator, interpreter and art historian' (Cotton. p.222). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dIQW4DRrp8

* See Modernism notes Walker Evans. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dIQW4DRrp8


* Postmodernism & my own practice.   

1. Relevant to the use of appropriated imagery, something I have a 
particular interest in.   

2. Relevant to my own use of personal/archival photo's too / my exploration 
of the role of photography as a device to remember / its effect on memory / 
truth / fiction .    

3. I will try annotating some of my own or acquired photographs. I think 
hand written notes might add a further layer of authenticity, 
making appropriated/orphaned images more believable as 'evidence' of past 
events.  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